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INTERViEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

I, SUBRATA RAY, am pursuing my Ph.D. work in the Department of Commerce, University of 
North Bengal on Marketing of Services. Without your co-operation it is Impossible to complete my 
research work. In view of this I vvould request to your good self to provide me a few information 
regarding some common job related questions/queries. 

It is also to be noted that the data provided by you in the questionnaire wiD not bear any names or 
any other kind of Identifying marks (both individual and organization wise) for the purpose of 
maintaining secrecy, uniformity and anonymity. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KINO CO-OPERATION 

SECTION 1 

Please read the statements very carefully and choose the appropriate box next to the statements 
by giving a tick mark only in a single box, whichever is applicable according to you. (Only a 
single box should -be chosen). Please do provide your own free response and please note that 
there Is no right or wrong answer. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I do not feel emotionaDy attached 
to my organization. 

I am proud to tell others that I am 
a part of this organization. 

I feel fike a part d the family in my 
organization. 

I would be happy to spend the 
rest of my career in this 
organization. 

I really care about the future of my 
organization. 

I don't praise my organization in 
front of my friends. 

My organization always inspires 
me to do my best job 
performance. 

My job is exdting and challenging . 

I am very satisfied with my 
payments. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

• get higher payments in '"' 1::¥ I;::' I 1-~ comparison to others who are In 
.,_ Dosagree !~::, I I 

the same position like me. 

• My payment is appropriate Ful~ lp;~ I i:1 I P_anlally 
according to my job Agree D!S§rw 

I Fullv I I Olmree 

responsibilities. 

• It Is very difficult to get another job Funv IPa~lly I I ;;;' I 1 Partially 
with this kind of good payment - ,_ 

O!saarw 
I FuUy I I Dls!!Qrae 

structure like this organiz:ation. 

• I am usually under a lot of Full)' I Partially I Can1 1::! pressure when I am at work. 
,_ ,_ ,., I '"~ I I Dtsap 

• When I am at work I often feel '"' IP:I)' I S!t I P~lly 
tense. - Dosaqree 

I F!Aiy I I QII"!!!P8 

• I am usually calm and feel easy ""' [:v I Coo1 lc= when I am working. - Say 
j Futv I I Otmree 

• I don't feel that my job Is very '"~ I Partl811)1 I Coo1 I P_arlla1t 
stressful. Agree .,_ ... OISagrea 

I .Fully I I oowree 

• I try to get customers to discuss Fullv 1-~ I I ;:;' I I Partially 
their needs with me. AQA!a 

.,_ 
Disagtee 

I FuU~ I I 0tS§ra8 

• I try to help my customers to Funv I I: I Coo1 I Partially 
achieve their goals. 

.,_ ... Disagree I '"• I I 00S81j!fe& 

• try to find out whet the Full)l I IP=I)I I I;:'' I 1 Partially 

customer's needs are. 
.,_ Disagree 

I Fully I I Ols!ll!'JIE! 

• I am willing to disagree with a Fully I 1-~ I I Can't 1 Partially 
customer in order to help him 

,_ ,_ 
'" 01&811198 

I Fully I I Dtsaaree 

make a better dec_ision. 

• am always very frank In ... I 1 .. - I I Cant 1-'"' discussions with my customers. 
.,_ .,_ Say OtS!Qt!! 

I FuJt I I D.sap 

• I try to find out what kind of ·~, I I= I ~~~ 1-· service would be most helpful to a - D••azee 
I F!Aiy I I Olsap 

customer. 

• I treat my customer as a rival. fully lp:: I Can't 1-· .... ... Disagree I~ I I 
• I have much variety in my job . '"· I I; I I Can't I=:. Agraa '" I '"• I I PoS!Q!'!! 



INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE Ai\'NEXURE I . ~ 

• My job requires that I need to be Fully I: I I~;' I I~=~ I I..:. I I very creative. 
,_ 

• I rarely get chance to do different ,.., I I: I I~" I I= I I~ I I things on my job. -
I 1~1 I '"'' I I • My job requres me to constantly '"" ~~~ I= I learn new things. - "'"" 

• My job Is mainly concerned with ,~, I Partially I ;:;' I 1 Pllttlal~ I Fully I I routine works. Ag~t~& 
,_ -M , Dos!!llee 

• I have the freedom to choose my '"" l-Ily I I i.';' I I:: I I "~ I I way of doing my job. ""' 
,_ D•sagree 

I ~:;' I l~:rr! I I .FUty I I • I have the freedom to use my full Fully . 1 Partially 
abilities in my Job. 

,_ ,_ Dosagree 

lo:ee I I • My job doesn't allow me to make Fully 1-~ I I 1:;' I I=: I my own decisions. 
,_ ,_ 

• My supervisor doesn't make any "'" l:ny I I ;:;' I I P~ially Ia:;_ I I efforts to make the work 
,_ 

Dma!!!!! 

environment a better place. 

• My supervisor equally treats all Fully 1 Partially I I~;' I I P~ially' I .Fully I I the employees under him/her with 
,_ ,_ 

D!Sail!8 01SarJ98 

an uniform performance standard. 

• My supervisor encourages me to Fully 1 Partial!)' I ~:1' I I~ I 1 fully I I do my best. 
,_ ,_ Oisagres 

I I • My supeJVisor is very friendly and Fully 1 Paltial.ly I I i:;' I I= I 1 fully 
is very approachable. 

.,_ Agree Dis!!!p'-

lol;, I I • My supesvisor takes care of the Fuly IP=Iy I ¥:vn1 I I= I personal welfare of the Agree 

employees. 

• My supervisor is capable enough "'" I 1- I I ;;;' I I= I lol~ I I to evaluate me and my job. - .,_ 

Ill 



INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION 2 

YOUR PROFILE (Please tick In the appropriate box) 

• Please state your Sex : 

Male D FemaleO 

• please check your age group: 

Below 25 years D 26yrs-35yrs D 36yrs-45yrs D 46yrs-55yrs 0 56yrs & above D 

• Your total exoerience in years : 

Less then 1 year 0 1-5 years D 6-10 years D11 -15 years D 15 years& more D 

• Your total exoerience in the present job : 

Lessthen1year0 1-syearsD 6-10years011-15years0 15years&more0 

• Your Educational Oualifjcations 

Under Graduate D Graduate 0 Post-Graduate 0 Professionally Oualif.ed 0 

• Please check your gross salary CPer Month) : 

Less than 10,000 D 10,001 to 20,000 D 20,0011o 30,000 D 30,000 & more 0 

IV 
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Abstract: The ~ork.enviio.Hnent-'j6b characteristics are emplriCitlly teSted· ·oy· researchers to relate 
job satisfaction and- cooJJitibqeiit9f v~ous types of employees. Th~:studie's;~~x~:;.addressed two issues: 
impact of these varilbf~ ·.o'irjob' slt~Sfaction 1!!14 organisational comrilitfueht;:r.rrO ··detennine the customer 
orientation of retail saJ~ persQn usirig~l\ey.,lCM~mode_l"variabl~ ha~e· no! beeil-studied extensively in 
litera!ure: Indian retaJ.! :)j)d~W iS)g~,i~~ tif~l+ J~h~f}~-i~feilfptO?~~~~d 8% workers ~nd 
contr•butmg 100.4 ofthe'country's'GDP. Ttiese·mvestments are CXP.ected-to·mcrease by 25% yearly. Indian 
retail industry is e1!:pa~iiir1gJ~f.mOSi ~Si~ei;-'as a "r'esuif'orllie ~ drimand for real estate is been 
created. In spite ofthls'f~nenti!lJib.owth;~,human resource factor _iii·ret!il;managlm!ent is still largely 
ignored who lack of :ro_rm~l tfelaiii':ik education. In view of this ,Wi~. ,ver)r~O'pt~inistic to expect that 
inexperienced retBil emplOye& ·woiild·~u~ld human relations in ~t!lil,t!'lanage_~tm.t- In this backdrop, an 
explor~tory res~h is uij~~;to a_nat~~retail perso~el.;~·~,~-*~r.1~uierttation p~tices. Multi~le 
regress1on analys1s unfolds some lt)terestmg1resui\S:that'may.·be used to form!!lale- pro-act1ve HR strategies 
in retailing. ·- • · .. - ... ·-· ... · 

Keywords: Job Characteristic"Mo'~el; Cust~er Ori~tation;J~etailing; SOCO scale 

Introduction 

Researchers working in the field of marketing have already established that customer 
oriented selling (or customer orientation) generates greater long term performance 
benefits for the sales person relative to sales oriented selling (Brady and Cronin, 200 I; 
Saxe and Weitz, 1982; Thakor and Joshi, 2005). It is, however also believed that there 
exists considerable debate regarding the degree to which customer orientation is practices 
by the sales personnel in spite of inherent benefits that accrue to them in the long term 
(Boles et al., 2001, Brown et al., 2002). In fact, one can hardly deny that customer 
orientation requires a greater effort on the part of the sales personnel because he has to 
spend a lot of time and energy in customer relationship development activities. This is a 
key reason for sales personnel persistence with sales orientation and reluctance to engage 
in customer orientation (Saxe and Weitz, 1982). Peter. F. Drucker, in the mid of the 201b 



centucy, has categorically stressed that customer orientation is the only factor which 
determines the success of a business in the long run. While commenting on this issue, he 
also stressed that continuous innovation and delivering customer orientation are the two 
pivotal issues that the marketers must consider seriously in order to sustain in the 
competitive and turbulent business environment. 

The conceptualisation of customer orientation has evolved from the definitions of 
marketing concept (McKitterick, 1957; Levitt, 1960; King, 1965) and market orientation 
discourse (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990). The marketing concept is 
essentially a business philosophy which suggests that the long term purpose of the firm is 
to satisfY the needs of the customers (Webster, 1992). The sales and service sector play a 
critical role in the growth of deveJopiq.g .. economics and both national and multinational 
finns are exploring various me~s "JI} ca.n attiinpt to improve their sales quality to create 
customer satisfaction an_d:-loylilty.: PriOr research· .unfolds that attitudes towards jobs of 
customer contact employees a~d Cuirtoriier-oriente<fsel_lipg are related. As such managing 

• ". ··- • • •.• , • •, . ' - ! 

the att.ltudes of ~ateS !fc:.n:~e ,1s· ~~~q~ !_~;) ~e~ succ~.ss of sales finns (Heskett et. al, 1994; 
Schnetderand~.».'en, 1995).•:.·'"" c __ - ·t_ ,; 

- ;>.:·~ {''-.: • ., -·' , .. i., -· ·~ ·• ··I 

The positiv~-"d<?,~·::,B;ttit~~ of the customer contact .~IilP.,Ioy~ is a precondition for the 
practice of <;li~~IA~i"oti8ntalw.nr-]he str.!~egy __ pl~fl~~r:~!t'Si'-k~eP. in view the importance 
of the role O.f pustOiilel\ cb';ta;et :c;IDP.!JYe~b?i~nb~ -th~ p~rm.ance of firms. In fact, 
after the eni~ige~ Of~~k~ O~tt~ictrlf in~ ~J:lte f990';~~itjh~ been widely accepted 
as a majorl·s~te8)- ~0 irrlpro~eltll~'Ove~ll groJili a~.pi'Ofi~~ility of business firms by 
developing ~~.ll8nd.Wago!l. of lgy'AJ customers (Jawofskr:hM KOhli, 1993; Seines et al., 
1994). In sare~~iq'ii~ij)~eting journal it is percei¥~djha'ttfte"1behaviour of employees 

1;;.'4· ~- - -- ... ' ·'-'•' ~- • ' 

towards the cUSt9,J11'ejTP,18.~ a_ critical role in~~Qgmeri9rig_ .customer satisfaction which 
ultimately_ lendS·~,t~);p~itive -?Y~id_og,(-;,!!1£1-!$.. ;c~~~U~i~~9.D- among th: customer peer 
groups (B1tner et: aJ; 19~p; Sergc;:lit,and ·Frenk~l;:2qOo;~Bo»'en and Schnetder, 1985). 

--~ ··,. • _-..::..-~.-• .' ... ' -~ ~-: ' .,_l • 
, ...... ;-, 1-~··'--.• ·)·, ,. -fi"'""' 

On can hardly deny that einploye~,· are.-a· major sdrii'Ce of resource in any business. This 
is particularly true in retail ifl~Usfi)>:~ere:the·e"mployees interact with its customers on a 
continuing basis. The Indian retait·-·market, which is the fifth largest retail destination 
globally, has been designated as the most lucrative emerging market for investment. 
According to a study conducted at Kearney's eighth annual Global Retail Development 
Index (GRDI), in 2009~ India has been ranked as the most attractive retail destination 
globally. The share of retail trade in the country's GOP was between 8-10 percent in 
2007 which is currently around 12 percent. It is estimated that the share of retail trade in 
India is likely to reach 22 percent of the GOP by 20101 In view of this, it is imperative for 
the retail players to discern the importance of strategic human resource management to 
take advantage 9f phenomenal growth of retailing business in India. 

Literature review 

It is generally theorised that the environment in which employers work influences their 
attitudinal states to a considerable extent and these attitudinal states in tum determine 
workers intentions and behaviours. It is believed that work environments are not just 



tangible, physical structures. There also social and psychologica'l structure that shapes the 
behaviour of workers (Allen et. al., 2004). Presence of an appropriate physical structure 
and psychological structure in an organisation only can motivate workers to practice 
customer orientation in a retail business environment. 

It is well established among marketing theorists and practitioners that firms that focus 
their activities on the needs of their customers, i.e. behave in a customer oriented way, 
perform better than those companies that do not (Donovan et. aL, 2004). Several studies 
in the field of customer orientation have empirically substantiated the economic potential 
of a finn's ability to serve the custom.~rs (NBiv"er-aitd Slater, 1990; Jaworski and Kohli, 
1993). Because of the intangible .. n~~~ ofi retail services and higher level of customer 
interaction with the workers, custo_mer Ori~ntc;d servic~. may-be expected to play a crucial 
role in terms of economic ·~upCess for ·~etvice orient~ ·cqmpanieS. In addition to this, 
many researchers have an~lysed .the .role_ of sefvice personnel asoan important dimension 
of service quality (ParasUraman ·et. al., .(988, Dabholkar et: liL, 2000); M~ny studies have 
explicitly addressed tha.con~~Pt ;of customer orientation 'Of-serVi~ einployees in the 

' ·1. t - ~· ~ 

recent past (Kelly, 19.92,~Donova.ri et. al.;--2004, Henning and 'Thuta:u, 2004, Thaker and 
Joshi 2005). ..c c -~ r:!E::~· l •·· .:;":;._~,; .. 1 < ,.· ~ · · 

• ·1· ·· l J ··~' • -~:1 r1 "l u ·-~~ · ·· .. · · , .~ · ·l_r-:::..1 ,,_ 1 ,.; .. 1: ~~. C. · ... 
• I • --' • • , · ;[, i«" _j < '' J ~. • ., • > • 

The behavtour of SCt:VI9.~- employees-affe,cts-the -customer's p~rceptton of the servtce 
which has been amply. ~~onStrat~d in l:lle1context of service quality Htef\lture (Bitner et. 
al., 1990). Researchei-5. Ji~V~--i~E:#tified employee specific -ld~si:ruCts~.Q.f. the service as 
dimensions as dimeiisi9~ ...... :0r--:~e h~~omer's service q!laljfy 8ssessme~nt. For instance 
three out of the five serViCe':iJiil!l~. dl¥,ie:-nsiops.,Q[SaR¥QU:t.\L scill.ei'(Parsuraman et. al., •.• ,--t:-- .-,;(;-.~-~-"··-· -.- .••• ·~ 

19~8)_ ~easures _the cu~o~t'-"_!!~IehtE~4J~~V,iotir"o~-j'se~i~:;:-.~~plo~ees in !enns of 
rel~b~lrty ~f ~rv•ce. ~PO?SJVeP~ ~f ~n:~~'J~~nne~~~- ~pathetic behav10ur they 
exhtbtt while mteractmg with the.cli$torn~dAt (htS stjlge; if~s safe to conclude based on ,..,. . ,.., . - ' ' ~ --· 
the cOntributions of researchers that :Wi~hOut -~~i~!~d' CUstomer oriented employees it is 
impossible for retailers to retain custonlers and succeed in its mission in the long run. 

In this study we draw heavily from the Job Characteristics Model {hereafter JCM 
developed by Hackman and Oldham (1975)} and try to relate job characteristics 
dimensions as a set of predictor variables and retail employee's customer orientation as a 
dependent variable. Needless, to state that the Job Characteristics Model (JCM) ls one of 
the most influential theories ever presented in the fiefd of organisational psychology. The 
vast majority of empirical research has supported the reliability and validity of the JCM 
dimensions. Again, various modifications have also been offered· by researchers 
depending on the purpose of the study (Roberts and Glick, 1981; Salancik and Pfeffer, 
1978). 

Job characteristics pertain to the a~butes associated with a specific job (Hackman and 
Lawler, 1971) and include areas such as job autonomy, job variety, job stress, task 
significance, task identity and job supervision (Hackman and Lawler, 1971). In our study, 
we have focussed our attention to a few important constructs viz., job autonomy, 
supervision, job related stress, job variety. In addition to this, following the suggestion of 
Thaker and Joshi (2005), we have incorporated satisfaction with pay as an explanatory 



variable keeping in view that it may also affect sales force intentions to practice customer 
orientation. 

Job Stress 

We have observed in various literature that job stress is generally defined as an 
employee's feelings of job4 related hardness tension, anxiety, frustration, worry, 
emotional exhaustion and distress (Cartwright and Cooper 1997). While there have been 
several studies that have explored the causes of job stress and its impact on employees 
performance (Cushman, Evans, Namerow 1995; Gibson, McGrath and Reid 1989; Himle, 
Jayaratne & Thyness 1989; Siefert, Jayaratne and Chess 1991), however, a few 
researchers have examined the impact of job stress on job satisfaction of service 
personnel. Gellis (2001) has observed that job stress is negatively correlated with job 
satisfaction among service personnel in hospitals. In a very recent research article Wen
Hai Chih et. al (2009) has observed that the job stress negatively influences customer 
orientation behaviours of frontlin~-c~Pl~ Dee K. Knight et. al. (2007) also has 
observed that role stress aff~te4 .cUstomerLorienta~ion. He. also has established that the 
impact of role conflict has a ~.negittive~effeCt on customer' :Orientation, but positive on 
selling orientation and joD;P,erfoim~ceT·· · ·, ··- -. · -. 

~ •• ! T -::; . ,~ - .... -· 
..... •'"'"' q r··· ·:·;;........ -~,. :.-~·-

Pay satisfaction . :·" ,.:-·· : . ~ ·· ~ .•• ~ 
,..~,i_;Ji.; .:_~.:::-·.:I 1:... . ,·.;~~\: ~·-· :-l .. 

The positive affeciiVe~eValtiaifon of_the magnitude of ttii';JeWard--.ihat is received in 
exchange for the !~f~b.Itdfet~S~ ~~~.o~~-~Y ~a~~~-~-i~~_.(Ch~cb.ill et al., 1974; 
Walker et al.~ 19;7.7{~~-~kt?,r ~~~J~~i} ~~gs)/[h~, ~rer::#Ie .m~g~ifude of the reward 
that is received, pui·~~tef is._thJ.:sa~~~r:SoO:.~ a)jjlity..ito~pbtain val_u.ed outcomes. We 
expect a positive ·~ff~Ct of paY. Satis~On on customer orienta~ion·(Chebat et al., 2002). 
Based on JCM (H~krit~)~nd Oldham, 1980), we arg~e,:ttuit wh_en_·JP8Y satisfaction is 
high, there is a like~~~~d·,~~ p~i~ive associa~on b~~nJ,:s~lesp~rson's m~tivation to 
expend the effort that:1s_ ~q1r~~ b)'-.CI,I.~omer Oflel).tati(JD.Jl!·.th!S research, we Include pay . . ... ~~--- .. _•·-.-..' ·'"'-.;,--··-· (. _~ .. - ~... . . 
satJsfact10n as a key •mP.Ortant·vanable_~to-::,explam~the·_sales .. person mot1vat100 to engage 

'···:~ • ->s>;J.--.,;- ··-- ·--·· ..... "'"~' ,.-
incustomerorientedselliRg;'"'..; .:: -"'!<'-:-. • ,: ·.• ~;:"~,:·!,J ... \·: ~·~~ ··,_ i~ ... ~_, ·p:·~:-{;'< J 

Job Autonomy 
._: .:> •• 

According to available literature, we find that job autonomy is generally defined as the 
degree of freedom that employees have in making job related decisions (Agho, Mueller, 
Price 1993). It has also been defined as "independence in thought, goal-setting, and 
detennination of wofk methods" (Buffum, Ritvo 1984, 39). Salesperson job autonomy 
refers to the felt ability to detennine the nature of the sales task or problem and to arrive 
at a course of action (Wang & Netemeyer, 2002). A sales/service job is typically 
demanding because of the challenging marketing environment and the perfonnance
based compensation system. Salespeople need both the freedom (i.e., job autonomy) and 
the skills to meet the challenges (Karasek 1979). Among job related factors (skills 
variety, task identity. task significance, autonomy, and feedback), job autonomy thus is 
probably the most relevant to the study of salesperson•s learning and self-efficacy 



(Bandura, 1986). As such, we include job autonomy as another key explanatory variable
along with other job related variables included in this study in finding the impact of job 
characteristics in motivating customer orientation of sales personnel. 

Job Variety 

Job variety is the degree of variation in the job as perceived by the worker (Price & 
Mueller 1986). In fact, some jobs require role performance that is extreamly repetitive in 
nature while other jobs have significant degree of variety in the required task and how 
that is perfonned (Mueller, et. at., 1994). According to Ross and Reskin (1992), 'job 
autonomy and non routine work signal occupational self-direction, "which is a positive 
outcome for most employees. In our study, the job variety constructs is adopted from the 
study reporter by Curry et al, (1994), Martin, Roman and Blum (1995) and Mueller et. 
al. (1994). Moreover, in this study, we focus on job variety as another key characteristic 
along with the prior customer orientation, experienced meaningfulness, organisational 
identification, pay satisfaction, :J"£i'~~~s;-Jqb ~ariety in finding the impact of job 
characteristics in motivati(!g c4~otn,er:OR-etltatioh pf.service personnel. 

·~. '--~ ·-3 /_1 • "'"' 

• • r'' ~.-;.·:;:-· ·~•:f;:~{;'::T~;.·' ·" : '. -',:~ ... ··.· .. 
JobSupervJSton ;j' 11

'··· ; - ••• ....., ··~·'*·1,· .. --·· _.J ._ "·-'"·-'· ' .·~"~: ~~. ;: > t::~,_:~;~~J;r\tk!,";_~.~-~-. ;.::· .£ ;;. . ,· _;~,:;:-\,, 
J;::..:'f ,~· rtf,;-··- l,Ji.i-'~"·· ·-- · ~""~ -~· .,-:·,,t .. ~-ffi.;:it d'; . 

It has been foun~t_tlia!._Q19S~1e!J!ployees have a drrect.S¥_p~rytS<tr;,~_P.erson who gutdes and 
directs them. Th~'I§'iiat#Y·~b:ff~t.ipervision can drastic8llfY~rf£1,t~brily from organization 
to organizatit?f!t~b~.i1:~;~.~:;;~iiliin an -!lgency. On one h~~~~t?.l{~~b~~p observed that there 
are superviso~~'%ho ~~~,~~J..'li;~~i~o~~~~:~Wti~~ti?~d!tf~~~~?9ft!~e supervision, on the 
other hand tbefr;~~;-~p_p~eft'lS~f~w~f~~-m~ns,~~p.tf'dq~p.g~l!!Qt~yate employees to meet 
high standard,St~ax~-~~?~1Pnf,pi9..3tidiil sf.Y..le!t!i~~;~~~nPJr .~d. unfair (Allen, 
Lambert, PasUP9_li;!tW7foMtr and~~gtura, 2004). The spperytso(~-·t,mttatton of customer 
orientation apP~J tO:;_~ay_~ _a strorig impact on cus_tg~'et::.Ori~f!-~· attitudes. Thus, by 
serving as a rOie{{b~dei,,~s'U~i-yisors can help develppP'O,Siilv_e,5~u~omer oriented attitudes 
in their salespeOJi~U!l~ti#~~~'!~J>y showing---#si~,~!~~ri":afid developing positive 
relationships with'-~iilefl'pe0pJCtf'b'~f~U@l59'f'Ciui_:ifl~tiil~:. ~_;pQSitive impact on customer
oriented atti~des. a~~~~:it~ --~~~~P~E~l~!Upt;i~ il~.§~~l (Stock and Hoyer, 20?2). 
Poor supervJson IS found;to-~12e.~htt.k~_l,to.{bur)lout:.(Che;mtss 1980a; Itzh~ and Aviad
Hiebloom 1998) and job 58ti~f~~~\!~~'~ItC.J(eJl!i~§)i_rtd~Egnatios 1978) among social and 
human service workers. SupportiV'ct::tjfp~"ision, is associated with increased job 
satisfaction (Poulin 1994). Thus, in this research, we include job supervision as another 
key job characteristiC in motivating customer orientation of sales personnel. 

Customer orientlltion 

Helping the customers to make the right purchase decisions that will satisfy their 
preferences is 8n important part of the salesperson's function (Saxe and Weitz, 1982; 
Spiro and Weitz, 1990; Thaker and Josh~ 2005). In marketing, there are two selling 
strategies which are being widely discussed in various literature--customer-oriented 
seUing (or customer orientation) and sales-oriented selling (or sales orientation). These 
two orientations in marketing differ both in terms of their objectives and the means used 



to achieve the desired objectives. Customers have preferences both in the immediate as 
well in the long tenn. Typically, short-tenn preferences (or wants) are felt and clearly 
articulated whereas long-term preferences (or needs) tend to be latent (Thakor and Joshi. 
2005). A customer-oriented salesperson aims to uncover and satisfy these latent needs. 
Indeed, as Saxe and Weitz (1982) state. "highly customer oriented salespeople avoid 
actions which sacrifice customer interest to increase the probability of making an 
immediate sale. u The objective of sales orientation, by contrast. is to satisfy articulated 
customer preferences. As the items in the widely used SOCO scale make clear (Saxe and 
Weitz, 1982; Thakor and Joshi. 2005), the two selling orientations also differ with respect 
to means. Whereas customer orientation places an emphasis on listening to customers 
(e.g., I try to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to a customer) and 
dialogue (e:g .• I try to get customer to discuss their needs with me), sales orientation 
encourages opportunistic (John, 1984) means (e.g., I paint too rosy a picture of my 
products to make them sound as good as possible) if these are necessary to make the sale. 
Thus in this research. we incorporate customer orientation as a dependent variable which 
is likely to be influenced by the job characteristics dimensions discussed above. 
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Job autonomy is have in marketing 
related decision. to various types of jobs 
as desired by the organisation., variety are expected to enhance 
employee's belongingness with the In view of this we may tentatively 
hypothesize that higher the job autonomy and job variety, higher would be the customer 
orientation. 

Open. supportive and quality supervision is hypothesized to have a positive effect on the 
job satisfaction and organisational commitment of employees. Supervisors are expected 
to give,direction and feedback necessary for employees to complete their task. Given the 
Situation, the employees are expected to practice customer orientation instead of selling 
orientation due to pro-employee attitudes of supervisOry tasks. 



Pay satisfaction refers to the positive affective evaluation of the magnitude of the reward 
that is received in exchange (Churchill et. a!., 1974; Walker et. a!., 1977). When pay 
satisfaction is high, sales person motivation to engage in customer orientation will also 
likely to be enhance. Keeping this argument we propose higher the level of pay 
satisfaction, higher will be the practice of customer orientation. 

Objectives oftbe Study 

The study will mainly concentrate on various issues concerning the level of pay 
satisfaction, customer orientation, job stress, job.~utono~y, job variety and its impact on 
the practice of customer orientation by the sales persq"nnel of a retail chain store. In fact, 
customer orientation requires the sales;J;erson torbe motiva$1 to practice this mode of 
selling. The specific objectives o"fthe study are listed below: · - . -· -;- ' 
(i) To adapt a reliable sctHe~tQ. qje~re -various job--sJ_ini~risiorg; of eptployees with 

respect to the retail sales personn~l. -~ -

(ii) To examine relation~it!.!>~~-n )customer orientation of sales e_p1plo}'ee's and the 
job related dimensioDS·under wliich they•operate. 

(iii)To assess the re1ati~~h~;l~eJee~~1lri~~ j~=wed· di.in~msions·'in€mtioned above 
and retail sales p~so~·~: ·m0¥V"i.ti~ !~11f~llo~ J~.n'ier Oiie~~"iiQ~ marketing 
strategy. 

(iv)To integrate the fil}i:ii
1
*gs ;p:teppimed above and fonnulat~,-~fr~iVr ~¥ceti.ng and 

human resource manag¢fuent'S1fategies. 

Research Questioas 

Keeping in view the above objecti~~'f"Qf:.,"the~·~iudy·this·;~tiid)-t.simply tries to answer to 
·following questions: " ' 

• Is there any significant relationship between customer orientation and job stress? 
• How customer orientation is influenced by the job variety and job autonomy? 
• How job supervision affect the customer orientation in a retail chain shopping 

business? 
• Is pay satisfaction persuading workers to practice customer orientation? 
• How all these variables simultaneously affect the customer orientation concept for 

the long run survival of the business? 
This study is expected to provide sufficient insight into the relationship between various 
perceptual variables incorporated in explaining the practice of customer orientation. 

Methodology 

We have adopted in our study a very simple cross-sectional descriptive research design 
study where respondents are to provide response on different multi point responses which 
require a great deal of understanding and comprehension of the concept on which the 
responses are sought. The responses were collected with the help of questionnaires from 
the chain retail outlet located in Siliguri. a small city in the district of Darjeeling in the 



state of West Bengal. However, convincing of the management staffs of the organization 
was regularly done for the purpose of making them to understand the importance of the 
study. Initially, it was visualised that the data collection will be done by us but at last it 
was decided not to interact directly with the employees. The reason that we perceived 
was that the responses were collected by us the respondents would not C(X)I)erate with us 
and might provide biased responses. So, it was decided that the questionnaires will be 
distributed in the weekly meeting of the retail staffs where the targeted respondents (retall 
outlet sales staffs) will be made aware of the study on behalf of the management. A total 
of200 questionnaires were distnDuted among the sales members of the retail outlet in 3 
phases because not all the staff members .YJere present in every weekly meetings of the 
outlet because of various kinds- Of -]eaves and -day offs. A tentative due date of the 

' " ' ' returning of the filled up ·qUestioqpai~-W~ ,fixed by the management of the outlet in 
consultation with us ··by 'conside~ing. the factors like the understanding of the 
questionnaires and mliin'tenimc¢ Of'the.work-scb~Uie Q{the')ales personnel of the retail 
outlet and work p~ssUre? ~mOng the·200 queSHonnai~ 159\tiere returned within and 
after the due date;h~Jd. ~li"piied._from the returned questionn~ir~s als? it was found that 21 
were unusable be¢8:Us.e .. of f8ihire to follow instructionS:: Tiilis,";the· ~ffective sample size 
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was reduced to- B_S,.represent~g a!"'~sp.O.J:JSe, Ta.;te.o£..69%. '1his IJ!SJ)onse rate compares 
favoura~ly to rjSijO~~~:'ta:~ri.:_~~~ VB~~ililf~ a~~;·.f!~~_((22Pi}and Sigu~w ~ al. 
(1994) m recen\ ~t9dle,s·,usm·gfsi'& P.~~~ s~plf~! P,~nl}g lb.~ respo~ collection 1t has 
been found that ·sOJpe:'Of_th~ fespon~.~lWas collected prior .to.fli~ date fixed as a due date of 
returning of the ~~~.I~S: :7~~re W&e.Jsome responses w~jCh\~~r~J~Hected after the due 
date had actuallY .~plr.ed.~ In ord.er to test for non-respopS~J~IaS,-wc;: compared the early
versus-late respon~e]lts Qil:l:~ex,:·ag~. sales experic;:n¢C,:·tf;p~ufe h'.it!f the current employer 
and monthly and fa\Jtia) DC/"StatisliC'iilly:-:significiriedifteren&~s lietween the two groups. 
The way we adminisie"fe~·~e q~~~-~~~-~~~rhi_pgiie~ ~~rfh(eat of a non-response bias 
(Armstrong and Overtoii, ~19.77; ·---~•· ~" ' '.' .. - -· ~~ ·~ ... 
Sample & study deslgD 

The study was carried out involving .the customer sales employees of the India's biggest 
retail chain. A total number of 138 respondents were taken into consideration. 
Respondents who are involved in the sales and customer handling activities were 
considered for this study. The· respondents had the designation of frontline sales 
executives, team leaders, asst departmental managers, departmental managers etc. The 
data on demographic variables like age, sex, number of years of experience, qualification 
have been reported in table I.The sample observations are skewed in many respects. 
There is a large proportion of male employees' compared to their counterpart who are 
female. Again more than 93 percent of the respondents are below the age group of less 
than thirty five whielt is not that uncommon due some obvious reasons that suit the HR. 
requirement of the industry. However~ the tables reported in the table [ are self 
explanatory in nature and not much discussion on the demographic profiles of the 
respondents is not our the basic intention of the study. 



AGE 
Variable Frequency Pereenta~te 

Below 25 vears 81 59% 
26yrs-35 yrs 43 31% 
36yrs-45 yrs 10 10% 
46 vrs- 55 vrs 0 . 
5~~--above 0 . 

TOTAL JOB EXPERIENCE 
Variable Frequency Percentaee 

Less than 1 vear 67 48% 
1 year to 5 years 53 38% 
6 years to 1 0 years 10 0.07% 
11 years to 15 years 4 .023% 
15 years and above 4 .023% 

QUALIFICATION 
Variable Frequency Percentage 

Under Graduates 25 18.00% 
Graduates 75 57.00% 
Post Graduates 19 14.00% 
Professionally Qualified 14 10.00% 



The responses were collected with the help of questionnaires from the chain retail outlet 
located in Siliguri, a small city in the district of Datjeeling in the state of West Bengal. 
However, convincing of the management staffs of the organization was regularly done 
for the purpose of making them to understand the importance of the study. Initially, it 
was visualised that the data collection will be done by us but at last it was decided not to 
interact directly with the employees. The reason that we perceived was that the responses 
were collected by us the respondents would not cooperate with us and might provide 
biased responses. So, it was decided that the questionnaires will be distributed in the 
weekly meeting of the retail staffs where the targeted respondents (retail outlet sales 
staffs) will be made aware of the study on behalf of the management. A total of 200 
questionnaires were distribute(a.woQg:.th~.sal.es members of the retail outlet in 3 phases 
because not all the· staff_mefuO~rs wCQ'··pr~~nt i~· every weekly meetings of the outlet 
because of various kinds ·oneaveS_~and1daY off's. A teptative due date of the returning of 
the filled up questiollnaires. ~~ fixe'd bY the·ll!a'nage'mellt of the 'outlet in consultation 
with us by consi_tiefiDg rthC ·faCtorS, like. the understanding of the questionnaires and 
maintenance of:~~: W"'o_rk s~hedufe of the slit~s pefS2~ilel. of:,t]!e retail outlet and work 
pressure. Am~ng.th6';200·.quCstionnaires 159 were-retu~ed·-~ithjrl and after the due date 
had expired. !Fi-onlr~-~ :retUrned questionnaires also 'i.t 'Was(fop~d. that 21 were unusable 
because of f3illl.ht to·follOw.,instfuCtions .... Thus, the effeCtiVe; samPle size was reduced to 
138. repres~~~pg. K,.~spp£8~-~~¥ lofl)9·rfT~is ~P:ense'-r~: cpmpares favourably to 
resp?nse ~t~ 1rej3~~ -~~5l}!fn~· ~Jl.a. J!~nt[(;;!O!!) ~~<l ,;&i~~. ~t at. (1994) in recent 
stud1es usmg;~~_les,~S?~ sampJ~lDunng the respof!S~~cp1lec~~~m 1t has been found that 
some of the resP9!1~~~~as .. ~olleCte<J prior to the date ~x~· a~l~:.4.u~ _date of returning of the 
samples. There.were Some· responses which were collected aftedhe due date had actually 

. I.,·., '-- , - ;~ , ~· o' , • I • 
exp1red. In of4er~c_q._~e~t. for:-:~~n-respons~ .... b1as~ .w~ fO~p!lfCd the early-versus-late 
respondents on s'C~T~~~ ~~1~.~:~~eg.~n.~;_~~Su~~·;wiUi;1M~~~trent employer and monthly 
and found no stattStlc_gJiy slgmfi~_a:t~P<hfferel]~es :b~hf-.e~,_..the two groups. The way we 
administered the queStiO~aires ~ m~ti~ies·;the iHf9fof"a non-response bias (Armstrong 
and Overton, 1977). · ·- · :. · •· :-

..... , .L. •• .: •• p;;. 

Operationalisation of the constructs 

We start a discussion concern the SOCO scale which in expanded form is tenned as sales 
orientation and customer orientation simply by a particular sales person practice customer 
orientation simply by summing and examining the items on which scores have been 
distributed. HoweVer, in our study we have used only the customer oriented selling 
methodology by slightly modifYing the scale to suite the requirements of the consumers 
as well as the employees. In many researches, the SOCO scale has been modified by the 
researchers to suite the situations. While measuring the customer oriented feeling we kept 
seven items of the scale that measures customer orientation. The other objective was that 
we have tried to keep the questionnaire as simple as possible in an attempt to persuade 
the busy staffs to cooperate with us. 

In this study customer orientation is measured using a seven point scale adapted by 
(Thakor and Joshi 2005). In view of large number of i,tems the alpha value is found to be 
more than 0.709 for all the variables which is acceptable but not very high. Regarding 



pay satisfaction that included 4 items generated an alpha value of 0.753. Similarly, job 
stress and job autonomy exhibited high degree of reliability. The reliability co-efficients 
in general show good degree of internal consistency. 

Tablel 
RELIABILITY STATISTICS 

Variables Cronbach's Alpha Number of Items 
Pay Satisfaction .753 4 
Job Stress .827 4 
JobV .161 s 
JobAutonom .864 3 
Job Su ervision .709 6 
Customer Orientation .815 7 

The results of descriptive measures have been presented in the following table 
Table 3· Statistics 0 

Pay Customer Job Job Job 
Satisfaction Job Stress Orientation VarietY AutonomY Suoervision 

N Valid 138 138 138 138 138 138 
I Missing 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Mean 10.3913 12.2319 25.6159 20.0725 10.7826 21.0290 
Median I 1.0000 12.0000 26.0000 21.0000 12.0000 24.0000 
Mode 12.00 12.00 30.00 25.00 14.00 26.00 
Std. Deviation 4.13536 6.26809 4.66439 4.71314 3.67818 6.14893 
Percentiles 25 6.0000 9.0000 22.0000 19.0000 8.0000 17.0000 

50 11.0000 12.0000 26.0000 21.0000 12.0000 24.0000 
75 13.2500 16.0000 30.0000 23.0000 14.0000 26.0000 

We have reported various measures of central tendencies along with corresponding 
standard deviation. With regard to job stress and job supervision the greatest diversity of 
responses have been observed. Otherwise, the interval data instruments generated data 
which are more or less nonnal which is evident from the various measures of central 
tendencies. 

Table 4: Descri tive Statistics 
N . Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Pay Satisfaction 138 4.00 19.00 10.3913 4.13536 

Job Stress 138 6.00 70.00 12.2319 6.26809 

Customer 138 15.00 34.00 25.6159 4.66439 
Orientation 
Job Variety 138 6.00 25.00 20.0725 4.71314 

Job Autonomy 138 3.00 15.00 10.7826 3.67818 

Job Supervision 138 8.00 30.00 21.0290 6.14893 
Valid N (listwise) 138 

In an attempt to measure the impact of above mentioned job dimension characteristics on 
customer orientation of sales personnel a multiple regression analysis technique was 
adopted. The over all goodness of the fit measured by R2 was found to be significant 



beyond P<.OOO Pay satisfactions, job autonomy and job supervision are found to be 
positively influencing the practice of customer orientation by the sales personnel. As 
expected, the level of stress perceived and customer orientation variables are inversely 
related. Again, absence of less job variance is reflected in less amount of customer 
orientation. Job variety and customer orientation are found to be unrelated. Previous 
studies also reported similar tmdings in the literature. 

Our fmdings are similar to the studies reported (Thakor and Joshi, 2005). In our study we 
did not observe a significant association between pay satisfactions. However, while 
studying the impact of job characteristics on employees~ job satisfaction and commitment 
are found positive. It is established in our study the job autonomy and positive 
supervision affect employees' attitude to practice customer orientation. In tune with the 
finding of Allen et. al., (2004), job stress has a negative impact on job commitment. In 
line with his finding we would also conclude job stress affects customer commitment, 
which in turn might affect the customer orientation behaviour of the retail sales 
personnel. 

Table 5: Model Summary 

Std. Error 
Mode Adjusted of the 

I R R Souare RSouare Estimate 
I .58l(a) .338 .313 . 3.86722 

a Predictors: (Constant), Job Supervision, Job Stress, Job variety, Pay Satisfaction, Job 
autonomy 

Table 6: ANOVA(b) 

Sum of 
Square Mean 

Model s df Square F Si•. 
I Regressio 1006.5 

5 201.306 13.460 .OOO(a) 
n 29 

Residual 1974.1 
132 14.955 

16 
Total 298o.6 

137 
45 . . . . 

a Pred1ctors: (Constant), Job Superv1s1on, Job Stress, Job vanety, Pay Satisfaction, Job 
autonomy 

b Dependent Variable: Customer Orientation 



Table 7: Coeffaeieots(a) 

U nstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 

Mode Std. 
I B Error Beta t Sig. 
I (Constant 

15.152 1.769 8.563 .000 ) 
Pay 

satisfacti .321 .094 .284 3.423 .001 
on 
Job -.014 .054 -.019 -.266 .790 Stress 
Job 

.080 .094 .081 .858 .392 Varietv 
Job 

Auton om .256 .129 .202 1.983 .049 
v 

Job 
Supervisi .140 .061 .184 2.275 .025 

on . . a Dependent Vanable: Customer Onentat1on 

Managerial implications 

Our finding though very modest suggest that managerial thinking and strategy 
formulation may benefit from studies conducted periodically including key job 
dimensions and employee willingness to practice customer orientation~ Finns that are 
interested to raise employee's job satisfaction and work on specific aspects like skill 
variety, job autonomy. Again, retailing is a hard business and it requires lot of physical 
abilities to interact with a heterogeneous group of customers. Retailers are high visible 
employees and the supervisors monitor employees very closely. There is not need to state 
that the consumers operate in buyer's market and unless they are monitored in an 
empathetic manner, they may shift elsewhere or take part in negative word of mouth 
communication. As much in a competent retail organisation each group of employees 
should attend training to develop inter personal skill and proper way of communicating 
with the customers keeping in view the customer orientation aspect. 

Limitatioos and future research 

The major limitations of this study should be acknowledged at this stage. The study was 
undertaken using a small sample that too from a single retail chain outlet which is biggest 
among the six district of North Bengal. In addition to this data relating to employees 
gathered using a self reporting technique, it would have been better if we could collect 
data from the consumers to assess the discrepancy between consumer's perception of 



custOmer orientation and employee's perception of delivering customer orientation. 
Future research study should consider a cross section of sales people drawn from various 
service industries to compare the pmctice of customer orientation in different sections. 
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Abstract 

Although customer orientation is a core element of the marketing concept so is very crucial in the concept of 
relationship marketing. However, no widely accepted conceptualization of the construct still exists. In sales 
organizations, the fuililment of the customer needs and wishes by customer-contact employees can be seen as 
crucial for gaining a high degree of customer orientation. Customer Orientation of Retail Sales Personnel requires 
greater expenditure of efforts by the sales personnel to interact with a heterogeneous group of customers. The 
sales personnel should be motivated continuously to practice customer orientation fur satisfying customers. In this 
research, we try to draw from the job characteristics model (JCM) to argue that retail sales personnel motivation 
to engage in customer orientation is impacted by the extent to which they experience their work as meaningful and 
affective evalUations of two aspects of their working environment: their identification with the values of their 
organization and their satisfaction with the pa;y they receive. Research results were derived from the responses of 
120 sales personnel of a large retail outlet chain operating in the national market in India. The findings oftbe 
results revealed that customer orientation is influenced by experienced meaningfulness, job stress and other job 
related facets. Managerial implications and directions for future research and limitations of the study are also 
discussed. 

Keywords: Sales Personnel; Customer Orienta/ion; Job Characteristics Model 

1. Introduction 

It is observed from marketing literature that the impact of a finn's customer orientation on Its long-tenn economic 
success is largely undisputed. As a sequel to this, the concept of customer orientation has assumed tremendous 
importance in marketing research. The idea behind customer orientation - which is closel;y related to the 
fundamental thinking behind marketing itself (Kotler, 1972) - is that a company has to address the needs and 
wishes of its customers adequately in order to ensure that they will buy the company's products, ensure sales of 
the company, exhibit a high degree of satisfaction with these goods and services and ultimately become lo;yal 
customers of that company. Although it is rarely made explicit in the literature, customer orientation can be seen 
as a main construct to the relationship marketin& concept (Hennig-Thmru and Hansen, 2000). 

However, there is a dearth. of a widely accepted definition of sales person's customer orientatioo and also. there is 
disagreement among the researchers as to how to conceptualize the construct The saJes sector plays a more 
critical role in the growth of developing economies, and both multinational and local sales firms are exploring 
various ways and means in an attempt to Improve their sales quality to create customer satisfaction and loyalty. 
Prior research revealed. that the attitude towards job of customer contact sales employees and customer 
satisfaction and loyalty are directly related. As such managing the attitudes of salesforce towards their job is 
critical to the success of sales firms (Heskett et a!. 1994; Schneider & Bowen, 199S). The positive job attitude of 
the customer contact employees is an integral part of the market orientation. Since the emergence of market 
orientation in the 1990s, it has been widel;y accepted as a major wa;y to enhance the performance of the finn 
(Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Narver and Slater, 1990) as well as the individual employees ofthe fum (Jaworski and 
Kohli, 1993; Seines et al., 1996; Slguaw et al., 1994). At the individual employee's level, it has been found that 
market orientation, as a single construct, reduces the role stress of employees while increasing their job 
satisfaction and organisational commitment (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Seines et al., 1996; Slguaw et al., 1994). 
These studies on the elfect of market orientation on employees' job attitudes, considered mostly for the male
dominant Western subjects (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Ruekert, 1992; Seines et al., 1996; Siguaw et al., 1994). 
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In sales and marketing literature, it is documented that the behaviour of employees towards the customers plays a 
central role in generating customer satisfaction and sales quality (Bitner et al., 1990; Sergeant & Frenk~l, 2000; 
Bowen & Schneider, 1985). This is especially true for the employees who interact personally with the customer as 
part of the sales interactions. As a result of which, the sales employee's customer orientation is expected to 
strongly influence a sales firm's business performance by developing a long lasting customer-employee 
relationship (Bove and Johnson, 2000). From prior studies it is evident that customer orientation creates greater 
long-tenn performance benefits tor the salesperson relative to sales orientation (Brady and Cronin, 2001; Goff et 
al., 1997; Kelley, 1992; Langerak, 2001; Reicheld and Sasser, 1990; Saxe and Weitz, 1982; Thakor and Joshi, 
2005). However, there exists a significant difference in the extent to which customer orientation is practiced 
(&les et al., 2002). It is believed that sales person persistence with sales orientation and their unwillingness to 
pmctice customer orientation is due to the reason that the Iauer requires greater salesperson's effort in customer 
relationship development activities (Saxe and Weitz, 1982). A salesperson's motivation to engage in customer 
orientation is a precondition for its practice since the effort of the salesperson is determined by motivation (Deci 
and Ryan, 1985). In view of this, it is necessary to identil}' the determinants of salesperson motivation to engage 
in customer orientation in a retail service contest since not many studies have been undertaken using retail sales 
personnel. In the service marketing literature. the quality of service has gained much research prominence in 
recent years. With greater choice of retail outlets and increasing awareness, [ndian consumers have become more 
demanding of improved quality service. The key players of the Indian retail market no longer neglect customer 
service issues. The customer orientation of the retail sales personnel remains unexplored to a large extent in prior 
researches. If a retailer decides to strategically augment its sales in a long tenn basis, it is essential that the retailer 
should adopt changes systematically to introduce innovative customer interaction strategies with a long-tenn 
vision to retain customers. There are various literature based on customer orientation, however, important gaps 
associated with our understanding of the Factors that motivate customer orientation also co-exists. After going 
through the previous literature we observe that despite considerable evidence associated with the motivating 
propensity of jobs (Eby et al., 1999; Hackman and Oldham, 1980). the effect of sales personnel's affective 
evaluation of their job On customer orientation has been examined in very few instances. Secondly, in prior 
researches on customer orientation the interrelated effects of the two different motivational drivers (sales person's 
affective evaluation on their job and their affective evaluation of the organisation they work for) on customer 
orientation is also very limited. Thirdly, we also observe that in prior literature the researches on customer 
orientation did not incorporate job related stress, which is an important job characteristic that might affect the 
motivation ofthe sales personnel. 

To address these limitations in prior customer orientation research we tried to draw from the job characteristics 
model (JCM) (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). There are basically two reasons for which the JCM is especially 
appropriate for the purposes of this research. Firstly, the JCM clearly focuses on the motivation potential of jobs. 
Secondly, it identifies the affective evaluations of the organization context and the payments as the moderators of 
the relationship between the sales personnel's affective evaluation oftheir job and motivation • 

. We begin by going through the prior literature survey to discuss the conceptual framework. Following this, we 
will actually define our objective of the study. Subsequently, we will discuss the method used for the study. The 
results of our empirical tests will then be presented. Research results have been discussed in the next section 
followed by managerial implications, limitations and scope for further research. 

2. Past Research 

The retail industry has developed into a full-Oedged industry in America and Europe where more then three
fourths of the total retail trade is done by the organised retailers. Retailing was limited to commodities that fulfil 
their basic needs in the very early stage ofhuman civilisation. With the economic liberaJisation in 1991, retailing 
in India witnessed a wave of organisations entering the retailing business like Shopper's Stop, Subiksha, Nilgiris, 
Food World, Pantaloons etc. Today buyers are expecting more convenience, friendlier and less time consuming 
purcllase situations. The retailers also are in a process oftransfonning the processes of customer interactions with 
an attitude to practice customer oriented selling. This requires that retailers more intensively focus their anention 
on services on a strategic level. A key gap in previous researches, however, is related to the dimensions that 
constitute a rustomer oriented business strategy. When a retailer adopts a customer oriented business strategy, 
several important strategic decisions must be made (Homburg, Hoyer, & Fassnacht, 2002). Therefore, we attempt 
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to clarifY conceptually what these decisions are. Our study tries to concq:~tually and empirically address the issue 
of a customer oriented business strategy in the retail marketing context. 
The primary objective Qf customer orientation is to fulfil individual customer expectations and needs. Bruhn 
(1999) distinguishes three forms of customer orientation, ranging from a very narrow to a broad, situation-based 
interpretation. The information based interpretation defines customer orientation in terms of the availability of 
customer information, i.e. the extent to which information on customer needs is collected and analyzed, and the 
extent to which this information is available in a company or public organization. The culture and philosophy
based interpretation goes beyond the first interpretation. It detines a company's customer orientatioo through the 
preStnce of certain elements In its general corporate philosophy, such as values, nonns and convictions 
(Deshpande e1 al., 1993; Homburg and Pflesser, 2000). Thus, customer orientation is part of corporate culture and 
characterizes not only the company's opinions but aJso its employees' behaviour in dealing with customers. The 
third form of customer orientation is sales and interaction based customer orientation, which Is mainly dctennined 
by the quality of the sales provided. This view diverges from the first two forms of customer orientation. While 
the first two conceptualizations address customer orientation from the standpoint of the organization, the sales and 
interaction based conceptualization considers the customer's perspeciive. On the basis of these differing 
interpretations, it is important to adopt a broad definition of customer orientation that takes into account all three 
interpretations introduced by Bruhn (1999). According to Bruhn (1999) Customer orientation is the 
comprehensive, continuous collection and analysis of customer expectations as well as their internal and external 
implementation in an organization's sales and interactions, with the objective of establishing stable and 
economically advantageous customer relationships on the long term. An important part of the sales personnel 
function is to heJp customer make purchase decisions that will satisfY customer preferences (Saxe and Weltz. 
1982; Spiro and Weitz 1990). Customers have preferences both in the immecfiate ood long term. Typically, short
term preferences (or wants) are fel~ and clearly articulated whereas long-term preferences (or needs) tend to be 
latent. A customer oriented sales personnel aims to uncover and satisfy these latent needs. Indeed, as Saxe and 
Weitz (1982) stated, "highly customer oriented sales people avoid actions which sacrifice customer interest to 
increase the probability of making an immediate sale." In this research we focus on customer orientation keeping 
the Important job related characteristics of retail sales personnel viz., uncovering and SatisfYing customer's long 
term needs and listening to customer's specific needs by interacting with them. As already mentioned earlier, here 
the retail sales organisation set up is taken up into consideratioo because of the presence of huge scope of 
customer interaction with the customer contact employees. Furthermore, it is also felt that the long term 
perspective of develop in& the customer relationship is a precondition for success in the retail sector. 

It has been observed that the organization's success depends on effective customer relations and the customer 
sales employees play a vital boundary spanning role for the organization. In consistent with such observations, the 
organisations are always in a constant process to build up their image among the customers by managing the types 
of behaviours employees' exhibit (Becherer & Maurer, 1999; Hipkin, 2000; Martin, 2000; O'Gonnan & Doran, 
1999). This is especially important In those organisations where nearly all employees have direct contact with the 
customers on a daily basis (O'Gorman & Doran, 1999; Parnell, Carraher, & Odom, 2000; Zin&er, LeBrasseur, & 
Zanibbi, 2001). Wright, Pearce, and Busbin (1997) found that finns which emphasizes on customer service 
&enerate hi&h on retum on sales, retum on investments, return on assets, and profit growth by the individual 
employee's outcomes than those firms which are less emphasizing on customer service, irrespective of the size of 
the finns. 

According to the Job Characteristics model, the motivation to work is a function of three critical psycholo&ical 
states- experienced mean_ingfulness of the work (or experienced meaningfulness), experienced responsibility for 
outcomes of the work, and knowledge of the actual results of the work activities. On the otherhand, according to it 
five different job characteristics - skill variety, task identity. task sienificance autonomy, and feedback, are 
actually determine the above mentioned three critical psychological states in tum (Hackman and Oldham, 1980; 
Renn and Vandenberg, 1995). 

Empirical testing of the full model has shown that experienced meaningfulness is the key mediator of the core job 
characteristics on motivation (Johns et aL, 1992), thereby making it an especially salient driver of motivation. 
Given that job-related effects have not been extensively examined in prior customer orientation research and given 
the salience of experienced meaningfulness in JCM, we focus upon the effect of this affective evaluation of the 
job on customer orientatioo. 
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In addition to establishing that job-induced psychological states (or affective evaluations of the job) affect 
employee work behaviour, JCM argues that this effect will be moderated by employee's affective evaluations of 
the work context. We focus upon some aspects of the work like organisational identification, experienced 
meaningfulness. pay satisraction, job variety, job autonomy, job supervision, job stress and examine the 
moderating effects of salesperson affective evaJuations on customer orientation. 

The sales personnel have to be motivated to expend greater effort in customer-related interactions in order to be 
customer oriented (Saxe and Weitz,. 1982). Motivation to expend effort is generated through rewards. The rewards 
may be either intrinsic to activity performance or may be extrinsic to the activity, whose procurement is enabled 
by activity performance (Deci and Ryan. 1985). The feeling of accomplishment is regarded as an intrinsic 
motivator that arises from successful activity performance. This is because It is a rewardJng psychological state 
that is directly attained through successful activity perfonnance (Brown et a\., 1993; Hall, 1976). On the 
otherhand the compensation that is received in ex.change for activity performance enables the individual to obtain 
outcomes of value and hence is regarded as an extrinsic motivator (Lawler, 1971, 1973). The experienced 
meaningfulness and organisational identification foster the feeling of accomplishment, thereby motivating the 
sales personnel to engage in customer orientation through intrinsic means, and pay satisfaction fosters sales 
personnel ability to procure valued outcomes, thereby fostering sales personnel motivation to engage in customer 
orientation through ex.trinsic means (Thakor & Joshi. 2005). 

· It is always necessary to distinguish between institutionaJ and employee related constructs while measuring 
customer orientation. In the fonner case,. one needs to analyze company documents and measure the extent to 
which the organimtion acts in a customer oriented manner. As tar as the employee related customer orientation is 
concerned, it describes an employee's ability (or perceived ability) to act in a customer oriented manner and to 
meet customer expectations. The human filctor perspective focuses on employee related customer orientation 
(Korunka, Schritzer, Caryon, Hoonakker, Sonnek, and SainJOrt. 2007). The scale developed by Narver and Slater 
(1990) takes Into account the cultural aspect into consideration. Here the customer orientation is described as a 
facet of corporate cultLXe that increases customer benefits and thereby the success ofthe company. The so-called 
MKTOR scale (Market Orientation Scale) consists of 14 individual items on the dimensions of customer 
orientation. competitive orientation and interfimctionaJ coordination. The SOCO scale (Selling Orientation and 
Customer Orientation) developed by Saxe and Weitz (1982) is often used to measure the customer orientation by 
employees since it is an employee-related construct (Bennett et at, 1999; Boles et al.. 2001; BrOWil et al., 2002; 
Hoffinann and Ingram, 1992). It consists of 24 items with two dimensions: 12 positive items on customer 
orientation and 12 negative items describing selling orientation. It Is designed to measure the extent to which 
employees act in a customer-oriented manner and thus increase customer satisfaction in the long run (Brown et 
al., 2002). It provides a measure of customer orientation by the employee. Brady and Cronin (2001) adapted this 
scale to measure customer orientation from the customer's perspective. It is not always mandatory that the SOCO 
scale would have to be utilised in its original fonn. In various occasions. the SOCO scale was modified just to suit 
the situation. In the previous discussions what we have found that the SOCO scale was modified to fulfil the 
research requirements. We have seen that Michaels and Day (1985) used a modified SOCO scale that reftected the 
views of buyers, mther than salespeople, In other occasion Dunlap, Dotson and Chambers (1988) used the SOCO 
scale in a research on ~al estate industry, however, they have used a five-point response format rather than the 
original nlne-polnt scale of the SOCO scale. O'Hara, Boles and Johnston (1991) have also aJtered the original 
SOCO scale of a research on advertising and industrial sales people, where the researchers have reduced the items 
of the SOCO scale to 18 instead of the original 24 items. In another research, Tadepalli (1995) modified the 
SOCO scale by changing the _frame of reference of the questions to a particular salesperson rather than to 
salespeople in general (by relating to respondents' most recent buying situation). Overall we can find that the 
original SOCO scale for the purpose of researches carried on measurin& customer orientation has been modified 
according to the requirements. Here, in this research also we have drawn items from the SOCO scale but have not 
used aJI the items used in the original scale nor we have drawn items from other popular scales. Attempts were 
made to incorporate items from various measw-es adopted in various researches which can explain the measure of 
customer orientation in a much more refined manner. 

3. Objectives of the Study 

The study will mainly concentrate on various issues concerning the level of pay satisfaction, customer orientation, 
experienced meaningfulness and job related stress. In fact, customer orientation requires the sales person to be 
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motivated to practice this mode of selling. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine relationship between 
experienced meanin&fulness, oqpmisational identificatim, job stress, pay satisfaction and the customer 
orientation. The specitic objectives of the study are listed below: 

(i) To adapt valid and reliable scaJes to measure relevant constructs with respect to !he retail sales personnel. 

(li) To examine relationship between experienced meaningfulness with sales employee's customer orientation in 
a retail organisational set up. 

(iii) To assess the relationship between retail sales person's motivation to eKpend the effort and customer 
orientation. 

(iv) To inte&rale the fmdings mentioned above and fonnulate effective marketing and human resource 
management strategies. 

4. Research Questions 

Keepin& in view the above objectives of the study this study simply tries to answer to following questions: 

• Is the any si&nificant relation between customer orientation and organisationaJ meaningfulness? 
• How customer orientation is inHuenced by the perceived experience meaningfulness? 
• How job Slre$eS affect the customer orientation in a shopping mall business? 
• How all these variables simultaneously affect the customer orientation concept for the long run survival 

oftbe business? 

This study is expected to provide sufficient insight into the relationship between various perceptual variables 
Incorporated in explaining the practice of customer orientation. 

S. Methodology 

We have adopted in our study a very simple cross·sectionaJ descriptive re5earch design study where respondents 
are to provide response on different multi point responses which require a great deal of understanding and 
comprehension ofthe concept on which the responses are sought. The responses were collected with the help of 
questionnaires from the chain retail outlet located in Siliguri, a small city in the district ofDarjeeling in the state 
of West BengaJ. However, convincing of the management staffs of the organization was reguJarly done for the 
purpose of makin& them to understand the importance of the study. lnitiaUy, it was visualised that the data 
collection will be done by us but at last it was decided not to interact directly with the employees. The reason that 
we perceived was that the responses were collected by us the respondents would not cooperate with us and might 
provide biased responses. So, it was decided that the questionnaires will be distributed in the weekly meeting of 
the retail staffs where the targeted respondents (reta:il outlet sales staffs) will be made aware of the study on behalf 
oft he management. A total of 175 questionnaires were distributed among the sales members of the retail outlet in 
3 phases because not all the staff members were present in every weekly meetings of the outlet because of various 
kinds ofleaves and day otfs. A tentative due date of the returning ofthe filled up questionnaires was fixed by the 
managemmt of the outlet in consultation with us by considering the factors like the understanding of the 
questionnaires and maintenance of the work schedule of the sales personnel of the retail outlet and work pressure. 
Among the 175 questionnaires 152 were returned within and after the due date had expired. From the returned 
questionnaires aJso it was found that 32 were unusable because of failure to follow instructions. Thus, the 
effective sample size was reduced to 120. representing a response rate o( 68.57%. This response rate compares 
favourably to response rates reported by Yilmaz and Hunt (200 I) and Siguaw et al. ( 1994) in recent studies using 
sales person samples. During the response collection it has been found that some of the response was collected 
prior to the date fixed as a due date of returning of the samples. There were some responses which were collected 
after the due date bad actually expired. In order to test for non-response bias, we compared the early-versus-late 
respondents on sex, aee, sales experience, tenure with the current employer and monthly and found no statistically 
significant differences between the two groups. The way we administered the questionnaires mitigates the threat 
of a non-response bias (Ann strong and Overton. 1977). 

5.1 Sample & Study Design 
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The study was carried out involving the customer sales employees of the India's biggest relail chain, A total 
number of 120 respondents were taken into consideration. Respondents who are involved in the sales and 
customer handling activities were considered for this study. The respondents had the designatioo of frontline sales 
executives. team leaders, asst departmental managers, departmentaJ managers etc. The data on demographic 
variables like age, sex, number of years of experience, qualification have been reported in table I. The sample 
observations are skewed in many respects. There is a large proportion of male employees' compared to their 
counterpart who are female. Again more than 93 percent of the respondents are below the age group ofless than 
thirty five which is not that uncommon due some obvious reasons that suit the HR requirement of the industry. 
However, the data reported in the table I are self explanatory in nature and not much discussion of the 
demographic profiles of the respondents are discussed keeping in view the homogeneity of the sample. 

Table1 
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The responses were collected with the help of questionnaires from the chain retail outlet located in Siliguri, a 
small city in the district of Datjeelin& in the state of West Bengal. However, frequent convincing of the 
management staffs of the organizati!)n was done for the purpose of making them to wtderstand the importance of 
the study. Initially, it was visualised that the data collection will be done by us but at last it was decided not to 
interact directly with the employees. The reason that we perceived was that if the responses were collected by us 
the respondents would not cooperate enthusiastically and might provide biased or random answers. So, it was 
decided that the questionnaires will be distributed in the weekly meeting of the retail staffs where the targeted 
respondents (retail outlet sales staffs) will be made aware of the study on behalf of the management A total of 
17!1 questionnaires were distributed among the sales members of the retall outlet in 3 phases because not all the 
staff members were present In every weekly meetings of the outlet due to different kinds of leaves and day offs. A 
tentative due date of the returning of the filled in questionnaires was fixed by the management of the outlet in 
consultation with us by considering the factors like the wtderstanding of the questionnaire and without disrupting 
the work schedule of the sales personnel. Among the 175 questionnaires 152 were returned within and after the 
due date had expired. From the returned questionnaires it was fowtd that 32 were unusable because of failure to 
follow the instructions properly. Thus, the effective sample size was reduced to 120, representing a response rate 
of 68.57%. This response rate compares favourably to response rates reported by Yilmaz and Hunt (2001) and 
Siguaw et al. (1994) in recent studies using sales person samples. During the response collection it has been found 
that some of the response was collected prior to the date fixed as a doe date of returning of the samples. There 
were some responses which were collected after the due date had expired. In order to test for non-response bias, 
we compared the early-versus--late respondents on sex, age, sales experience, tenure and found no statistically 
significant differences between the two groups. The way we administered the questionnaires mitigates the threat 
of a non-response bias (Annsttong and Overton, 1977). 

S.l Measures 

Scale items of the study were developed from reviewing prior literature and were refined through various insights 
and knowledge acquired from many exploratory interviews and interactions we did with many sales professionals. 
The scale items were derived from various studies done for the purpose of measuring various variables considered 
in prior researches like organisational identification (Porter et al. 1974), experienced meaningfulness (Williams, 
1998). pay satisfaction (Comer et al. 1989), job stress (Crank, Regoli, Hewitt and Culbertson, 1995), customer 
orientation (Saxe and Weitz. 1982). All the theoretical construct in the model were measured using multiple item 
five point (5 = fully disagree to I = fully agree) scales since the scales that we employed in our study had already 
been applied under more or less similar conditions. 

5.2.1 Organisational Identification 
Experienced meaningfulness is not only the important variable that positively influences productivity. 
Organisation identification, on the other hand, is the mismatch, if any, between the perception of organisational 
values and individual values does not create any problem for the organisation According to Thak:or & Joshi (2005) 
organisational identification may be termed as a state of psychologicaJ congruence betWeen the salesperson and 
the values of the organisation. We have used the scale in this study of organisational identification ftom Thakor & 
Joshi(2005) since organisational identification is commonly regarded as being at the core of the commitment 
construct (Allen and Meyer, 1990 p. I; Mathiew and Zajac, 1990; Mowday et al .. 1979, p. 226). 

5.2.2 Experienced Meaningfulness 
If the service personnel strongly believe that they would experience a feeling of accomplishment from their job 
they would be motivated to expend additional effort required by customer oriented selling. In this study we have 
used the intrinsic job cognition scale used by Thaker & Joshi (2005) to measure experienced meaningfulness. We 
have used this scale because of its strong face validity in relation to the definition of experienced meaningfulness. 

5.2.3 Pay Satiifactlon 
Pay satisfaction refers to the affective evaluation of the sales personnel to the pay that they receive over a period 
oftime in exchange for their effort investment. Here in this study we adopted four items from a prevalidated scale 
that measure pay satisfaction (Thakor & Joshi (2005). 

5.2.4 Job Stress 
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Job stress is generally defined in the literilhtre as an employee's feelings of job-related hardness, tension, anxiety, 
frustration, worry, emotional exhaustion and distress (Cartwright & Cooper 1997). In this study for measuring the 
job stress we had adopted a four item scale of job stress fi'om Crank, Regoli, Hewitt and Culbertson (1995). 

5.2.5 Customer Orientation 
For this study we have used a seven item scale of customer orientation by adapting relevant items from the 
existing Thakor & Joshi (2005) scale. Adaptation of the customer orientation scale such as those proposed in our 
study is reported in prior published research (Brown et al., 2002; Cravens et al., 1993). 

6. Results & Discussions 

The results of descriptive measures have been presented in table 3. 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics 

01 EM PS JST co 
Median 28.0000 14.0000 10.0000 10.0000 27.0000 
Mode 30.00(a) 14.00 10.00 9.00 30.00 

Mean 27.5083 13.0250 10.4667 12.1083 26.1250 
25 25.2500 13.0000 9.0000 9.0000 23.2500 

Percentiles 50 28.0000 14.0000 10.0000 10.0000 27.0000 
70 31.0000 14.0000 12.0000 16.0000 30.0000 

a Multiple modes exist The smallS value 11 shown 
QI;Qrganisationalldentification, EM=Experienced Meaningfulness, PS;Pay Salisfa.tion, JST::Job Stress. 

CO~Customer Orientation 

We report various measures of central tendencies along with percentile values. The interval scale instruments 
generated data which are more or less nonnal that can be evident from the various measures of central tendencies. 
The mean pay satisfaction score is quite low by any standard. Regarding job stress a large number of employees 
exhibited a high stress syndrome which Is a bit alarming. One peculiar observation Is evident from the Descriptive 
values reported in table 3.The mean as well as the median score on the organisational identification and 
experienced meaningfulness scores are quite healthy which are indicative of a sound organisational culture 
practised by the upper level of management. In this study oreanisational identification is measured using a seven 
point scale adapted by (Thakor and Joshi 2005). The alpha value is found to be 0.859 which is adequately high. In 
contmst the internal consistency of the experienced meaningfulness scale is found to be satisfactory despite a 
smaller number of scale items. Reprding pay satisfaction that included 4 items generated an alpha value of0.899. 
Similarly, job stress and customer orientation exhibited high degree of reliability. The reliability coefficients, in 
general, show good degree of internal consistency. In order to establish scale dimensionality, we used a filctor 
analysis method using principal component analysis as the starting point. There are two objectives of factor 
analysis: the first objective is to reduce the data set to a manageable level and the second objective is to establish 
the underlying dimensions in the data. In an attempt to analyse &ctor analysis, we preferred and oblique rotation 
instead of Varimax rotat.ion which is an orthogonal rotation, The variables that we have used in our study are 
expected to have low to moderate degree of correlation with each other and for this application of Varimax 
rotation procedure would not be an appropriate rotational method. The results of the factor analysis amply 
demonstrate that the scales, which we have used In our study,. have sufficient degree of construct validity. In 
analysing the structure matrix one would discern number of split loadings and mis-loadings. The summary results 
of factor analysis revealed that 71% variation in the original variables is explained by the 5 filctors extracted. In 
this prOcess both repeatability property of the Instruments and construct validity were adequately established. 

Table4 
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Table 5: Factor Structure Matrix 

Comconent 

1 2 3 4 5 
Di1 .264 .085 -.056 -.810 -.044 
oi2 .289 .068 .146 -.746 .173 
oi3 .360 -.244 -.002 -.631 -.074 
oi4 .219 -.063 -.136 '"" .032 
<>5 .280 .051 .040 ,864 .045 
oiB .325 .016 .015 -.766 .040 
oi7 .236 .114 .033 -.749 .091 
ps1 .121 -.031 .780 -.068 -.037 
ps2 .067 -.2rrT .923 .012 -.172 
ps3 -.015 -.062 .859 .075 -.086 
ps4 .023 -.128 .918 -.020 -.102 
em1 .242 .024 -.136 -.051 .922 
em2 .189 -.048 -.099 .012 .944 
em3 .270 -.103 -.047 -.103 .527 
jst1 -.300 .786 -.056 .102 -.053 
jol2 -:257 .934 -.175 -.031 -.029 
jst3 -247 .930 -.085 -.102 -.040 
jst4 -230 .928 -.111 -.039 -.061 
oo1 .821 -.400 -.096 -.294 .288 
oo2 .888 -.109 .129 -.402 .247 
003 .773 -.393 -.024 -.200 .259 
Oo4 .887 -.389 -.030 -.252 .320 
oo5 .887 -.219 .024 -.244 .206 
006 .... -.155 .107 -.395 204 
oo7 .828 -.127 .133 ,378 225 

Note i) Extraction Method. Prlnctpal Component Analysts. Rotation Method. Oblrmm with Kaiser Normalization. 
Note li) Only loadings above 0.30 are reported in bold. 
ol: organizational identification, ps: pay satlsfaelion, em: &llperienced meaningfulness, jst: job stress, 
co: customer orientation 

Table 6: Total Variance Explained 

Com conant Initial Eiaenvalues 

Total %of Variance Cumulative% 
1 6.892 27.568 27.568 
2 3.890 15.559 43.128 
3 3.180 12.720 55.848 
4 2.280 9.041 64.889 
5 1.614 6.455 71.344 

. 
Extraelion Method. Pnnc~pal Component Analysis . 

a When components are correlated, sums of squared loadings. cannot b& added to obtain a total variance. 

In an attempt to measw-e the impact of above mentioned job characteristics dimensions on customer orientation of 
sales personnel a multiple regression analysis technique was adopted. The overall goodness of the fit measured by 
R2 was found to be significant beyond P<.OOO. The organisational identification and experienced meaningfulness 
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variables are found to be positively influencing the practice of customer orientation by the sales personneL As 
expected, the level of stress perceived and customer orientation variables are inversely related. The coefficient i~ 
significant. beyond p< .001 indicating that job related stress inversely affect the employees to be provide customer 
oriented service. Pay satisfuction and customer orientation are found to be positively related though the extent of 
association is very weak. Previous studies also reported similar findings in the literature. We did find any 
significant impact of sex measured by a dummy variable (male= I, female =0 ).However, the females are more 
likely to engage in customer oriented selling than their females who are males. 

Table 7: Model Summary (b) 

RSquare 
Adjusted R Std. Error of 

Model R SQuare the Estimate 
1 .550(a) .303 .272 3.74954 

a Predictors: (Constant}, Job Stress, Experienced Meaningfulness, Pay Satisfaction, Sex, Organisational 
identification 
b Dependent Variable: CUstomer Orientation 

Table 8: ANOVA (b) 

Model 
ia~m of 

uares df Mean Sauare F Sia. 
1 Regression 696.391 5 139.278 9.907 ,OOO(a) 

Residual 1602.734 114 14.059 
Taal 2299.125 119 . a Predictors. (Constant), Job Stress, Expenenced Meaningfulness, Pay Satisfaction, Organ•sationalldenllfication, 

Sex 
b Dependent Variable: Customer Orientation 

Table 9: Coefficients (a) 

Un-standardised Standardized 
Coefficients Coeffiden1s 

Model B Std. Error Bela l Sio. 
1 (C.-Q 1a466 3.653 3.686 .000 

OJ .355 .079 .357 4.475 .000 
J;M .495 .145 .266 3.34<) .001 
PS .050 .128 .035 .429 .669 
JST -.309 .086 -.284 -3.0T7 .001 
SEX -.302 .864 -.028 -.350 ·= 

a Dependent Vanable. Customer Onentation (CO) 
OI=Organlsatlonalldentificatlon, EM=Experienced Meaningfulness, PS=Pay Satisfa::tion, JST;Job Stress, 

6.1 Managerial Implication 

From the study we can say that the sales managers have to ensure that sales personnel in the retail sector should 
expend effort in developing and maintaining customer relationships over time. This research carried out on the 
retail sales personnel is very significant to the retail sales managers because it identifies various job characteristics 
which can enhance the sales personnel work motivation. From the research the key job characteristics like 
organisational identificatiOn, experienced meaningfulness, job stress requires to be taken care of by the 
organisational managers especially who are there in the retail sales. From our research it shows that organisational 
identification, experienced meaningfulness and job stress are the strongest determinants of customer orientation of 
the retail sales personnel. This result highlights the managerial importance of ensuring that retail sales personnel 
find their work more meaningful. Managers can ensure that experienced meaningfulness among retail sales 
personnel by reducing the job stress as well as providing with job autonom)'. Further, our results highlight the 
importance of ensuring pay satisfaction among retail sales personnel as this may enhance the effe.ct of experienced 
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meaningfulness of the job to the employees. Managers can foster pay satisfaction by providing a competitive level 
of pay and by ensuring fairness in pay management (Cheba! et al., 2002; Lawler, 1973). 

When worker creativity is unleashed, problems are solved, productivity is improved, and both fll'llls and workers 
benefit. This perspective builds on the earlier work redesign literature that maintains that work with greater skill 
variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback (Hackman and Oldham, 1976). By being more 
satisfying for workers, such jobs are seen to produce better outcomes for :finns (here the retail organisations) 
(Hackman et al., 1975). Lowe and Schellenberg (2001) provide empirical evidence for the high performance work 
system model's arguments: workers in their study who enjoyed more intrinsically satisfYing work were more 
productive and reported 1tigher levels of job satisfilction. The present study also corroborate the filet that job 
induced stress affects the performance of worker to practice customer orientation. The job must be made 
meaningful to the workers to enhance their level of perceived meaningfulness ofthe task they perfonn. 

6.3 Limitation and Future Research 

The study is limited by several factors that should be addressed in future research. Firstly, the major limitation of 
this empirical work is the use of a cross-seetion of sample to examine the relationship between the constructs, 
which may by dynamic in nature. Cross-sectional data do not reflect any ongoing transformations that may affect 
the relationships between these constructs. For example, a service firm like the retail organization could be 
moving toward a greater or Jesser market orientation, but the effect of market orientation on job attitudes of its 
retail sales personnel may lag behind. A longitudinal study would better captUJ'e the dynamics of these constructs. 

The implication of OW' research should be evaluated along with caveats pertaining to research design, data 
collection, and homogeneous subjects. In tenns of research design, we used a descriptive research design and as 
such are unable to establish a causal relationship between experienced meaningfulness and customer orientation 
and other predictors. Secondly, with respect to data collection, the Individual retail sales personnel provided data 
on both the independent and dependent variables. Such practice creates the potential for response bias. Finally OW' 

conceptual framework does not take into consideration other possible moderators such as sales personnel 
personality characteristics viz., extroversion (Stewart, 1996), self-esteem etc. (Sujan eta!., 1994). Undoubtedly, 
more theoretical and empirical works are needed to understand the effects job related and other perceptual 
variables on customer orientation. 
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